
Cassandra is...



Cassandra is a woman                          



Cassandra is a woman of colour                          

Cassandra is a queer woman of colour                          

Cassandra is a trans queer woman of colour                          



Cassandra is a concubine 
Cassandra is a sex-worker 
Cassandra is not paid for her work
Cassandra doesn’t have a work contract
Cassandra is being raped
Cassandra is tortured
Cassandra understands the language of snakes
Cassandra is a survivor
Cassandra listens
Cassandra is not from here
Cassandra is alien
Cassandra foresees destruction 
Cassandra is the foreign
Cassandra is minority
Cassandra speaks
Cassandra tells the truth
Cassandra says things nobody wants to hear
Casandra is a witness of past and future
Cassandra is dismissed
Cassandra is a liar
Cassandra is an oracle
Cassandra is non-credible
Cassandra doesn’t give her consent
Cassandra refuses white male gods



Cassandra is tragedy 
Cassandra is scary
Cassandra can hear the future
Cassandra is ignored
Cassandra is a daughter
Cassandra is a sister
Cassandra is indigenous
Cassandra is a database
Cassandra is open-source 
Cassandra can handle data
Cassandra is gifted
Cassandra is cursed
Cassandra is a prophet
Cassandra is a prophet but nobody believes in 

what Cassandra says
Cassandra is not being heard
Cassandra is neither being heard nor listened to
Cassandra has visions
Cassandra is a warner 
Cassandra is a myth
Cassandra sees death
Cassandra knows about her death
Cassandra is insulted
Cassandra is called a whore
Cassandra is called a whore and a liar
Cassandra is called a whore and a liar for 

refusing a male god



Cassandra is degraded 
Cassandra is trying to defend her city
Cassandra is trying to defend herself
Cassandra is delusional 
Cassandra is struggling
Cassandra needs to heal 
Cassandra is mad
Cassandra is crazy 
Cassandra is violated 
Cassandra is a victim of sacrilege 
Cassandra is a metaphor
Cassandra is a psychological complex
Cassandra is an allegory
Cassandra is a mother
Cassandra is murdered
Cassandra knows who murders her
Cassandra knows how she is murdered
Cassandra wears unfamiliar clothing
Cassandra is beautiful
Cassandra is an old hag
Cassandra is body
Cassandra is voice
Cassandra is knowledge



Cassandra is past
Cassandra is present
Cassandra is past and present
Cassandra is future
Cassandra embodies times
Cassandra is pointed at
Cassandra is a threat
Cassandra is a threat to security
Cassandra is a threat to national security 
Cassandra is an arsonist
Cassandra is a destroyer
Cassandra is an alarmist 
Cassandra induces fear
Cassandra is objectified
Cassandra is an activist
Cassandra is spat at
Cassandra is enslaved 
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